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I. Summary
The scope of this document is to identify relevant precursors of Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) to be moni-
tored through Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) programs. This study is published for the consideration of Operators 
and aviation communities (e.g. to orient the implementation of FDM events). In addition, it is submitted to EO-
FDM Working Group B to conduct further actions.
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II. Introduction
In the context of this study, the following definition and usage notes for CFIT based on the “Aviation Occurrence 
Categories” 1 is used:


In-flight collision or near collision with terrain, water, or obstacle without indication of loss of control.


Usage Notes:


 ´ Use only for occurrences during airborne phases of flight.


 ´ Includes collisions with those objects extending above the surface (for example, towers, trees, power 
lines, cable car support, transport wires, power cables, telephone lines and aerial masts).


 ´ Can occur during either Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) or Visual Meteorological Conditions 
(VMC).


 ´ Includes instances when the cockpit crew is affected by visual illusions or degraded visual environment 
that result in the aircraft being flown under control into terrain, water, or obstacles.


 ´ If control of the aircraft is lost (induced by crew, weather or equipment failure), do not use this category, 
use Loss of Control - Inflight (LOC - I) instead.


 ´ For an occurrence involving intentional low altitude operations (e.g., crop dusting, aerial work operations 
close to obstacles, and Search and Rescue (SAR) operations close to water or ground surface) use the Low 
Altitude Operations (LALT) code instead of CFIT.


 ´ Do not use this category for occurrences involving intentional flight into/toward terrain in manned aircraft 
or intentional ground impact of unmanned aircraft. Code all collisions with obstacles during takeoff and 
landing under Collision With Obstacle(s) During Takeoff and Landing (CTOL). Code all suicides under Secu-
rity Related (SEC) events. Code system, equipment, or command and control failures involving unmanned 
aircraft under System/Component Failure or Malfunction (Non-Powerplant) (SCFNP) or LOCI as applicable.


 ´ Do not use this category for occurrences involving runway undershoot/overshoot, which are classified as 
Undershoot/Overshoot (USOS).


The main structure of this document consists of five parts. In chapter III, the applied methodology to develop this 
document of Working Group A is described. Subsequently, a general introduction to CFIT occurrences is given in 
chapter IV. Any proper CFIT analysis requires certain information about the aircraft state and of the underlying 
and surrounding terrain. In chapter V of this document, this required information is considered and described. 
Precursors to be observed in FDM for CFIT analyses are discussed in chapter VI. Finally, in the last part, the con-
solidated CFIT precursors are summarized in chapter VII.


1 Aviation Occurrence Categories, Definitions and Usage Notes, Commercial Aviation Safety Team (CAST), International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO), Common Taxonomy Team, October 2013 (4.6)
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III. Methodology
The objective of WG A analysis is to identify among the precursors of CFIT scenarios the ones that are suitable for 
monitoring through Operators’ FDM (already today with the existing FDM programs available or to be developed 
further in the future). Those identified precursors are then made publically available to Operators and aviation 
communities for further consideration, in particular to orient the update of their FDM systems. In addition, they 
are provided to EOFDM WG B who gathers and develops industry FDM best practices for the design and coding 
of events/measurements capturing such precursors.


In that respect, the analysis of WG A is structured into two sequential steps. The first step aims at identifying CFIT 
precursors based on existing analysis material of CFIT scenarios across the industry communities. Indeed, this 
enables a data driven approach for the identification of CFIT precursors as it relies on the existing safety anal-
ysis performed by worldwide aviation stakeholders based on official safety investigations or other safety data 
available. Among the material reviewed, the following two were considered as good references to support this 
analysis work:


 ´ Controlled Flight Into Terrain Accident Analysis Report, published in 2015 by IATA and publically avail-
able on IATA website, based on accident data for aircraft with MTOW above 5,7 t that were engaged in 
commercial operations


 ´ Controlled Flight Into Terrain Precursors and Defences, article publically available on SKYbrary Aviation 
Safety website, based on a broader spectrum of safety data such as: feedback from training sessions (es-
pecially simulator), pilots’ report, flight data analysis, line observations (e.g. Line Operations Safety Audit, 
LOSA), survey and audit reports as well as accident and incident investigation.


In a second step, based on the review of this material, the main precursors for CFIT scenarios were collected 
(refer to Annex 1) and the ones most capable of being captured and monitored through FDM programs were 
identified:


 ´ Poor visibility conditions


 ´ Altimeter errors


 ´ Lateral and/or vertical deviation from intended flight path


 ´ TAWS alerts


 ´ Loss of terrain separation


Each precursor was then analyzed to define the best strategy to monitor/capture them via FDM programs.
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IV. CFIT Occurrences and Scenario Analysis


1 Visibility Conditions
The visibility condition plays a vital role in CFIT analyses. In various accident scenarios, Instrument Meteorolog-
ical Conditions (IMC) were present and contributed to the accident progression (e.g. CFIT of CA129 2). On the 
other hand, the occurrence of a CFIT during a flight maneuver in clear Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) 
being well aware of the surrounding terrain is less likely compared to flying the same maneuver at the same lo-
cation in IMC.


Considering visibility conditions is therefore beneficial for any CFIT analyses. Unfortunately, this information is 
very hard to assess based on the data that is currently recorded for FDM.


Nevertheless, whilst not today feasible, it seems possible that assuming technology development, there will be the 
ability to detect prevalent IMC or VMC conditions within FDM robustly in the future. For example, information from 
Virtual VMC technology (such as Synthetic Vision Systems) might be one data parameter that could be available.


However, today, dependent on the individual FDM capability data fusion with other precursors including sources 
of meteorological information (e.g., METAR, TAF and en-route weather information) with published approach-
es and terrain databases, it is possible to determine deviations to requirements (such as MDA(H)) and precursors 
to potential CFIT.


2 Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS) Information
Most aircraft affected by FDM regulations are fitted with Terrain Awareness and Warning Systems (TAWS)3 such 
as the Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) or the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EGP-
WS) onboard. However, the availability of information of these systems that is recorded in FDM data might vary 
significantly.


In general, the usage and analyses of recorded information from TAWS is beneficial. The purpose of these sys-
tems is that alerts are triggered when the aircraft is in a potentially hazardous proximity to terrain. If the most 
advanced systems (EGPWS) can consider terrain and airport databases, TAWS basically considers specific pa-
rameters such as radio altimeter information (or a combination of several parameters) and monitor if these 
parameters reach defined thresholds. For example, the TAWS can provide indications of excessive rates of de-
scent, excessive closure rate to terrain, negative climb rate or altitude after take-off, flight into terrain when not 
in landing configuration or excessive downward deviation from an ILS glideslope.


The first information that must be recorded on the aircraft is the triggering of the alert, this helps to detect dan-
gerous situations during flight operations. Most FDM software tools are able to raise events whenever TAWS 
warnings are detected on the recorded flight data.


However when implementing this parameter in the FDM, the specific characteristics of the particular TAWS sys-
tem need to be considered (e.g. version terrain data base). For example, protected areas where TAWS alerts may 
not be triggered, but in some cases, a too low approach could be a precursor to CFIT.


A further possibility is to consider not only the triggered events, but also to consider the underlying observed pa-
rameters. These parameters are often not directly available in FDM data. One goal of this document is to define 
values that contain information about the severity of the specific scenario with respect to CFIT.


2 Aircraft Accident Report, Controlled Flight Into Terrain Air China International Flight 129, B767-200ER, B2552, Mountain Dotdae, Gimhae, April 15, 
2002, Korea Aviation-Accident Investigation Board


3 Regulation (EU) 965/2012, Part CAT (commercial air transport) 
CAT.IDE.A.150 Terrain awareness warning system (TAWS) 
(a) Turbine-powered aeroplanes having an MCTOM of more than 5 700 kg or an MOPSC of more than nine shall be equipped with a TAWS that meets 
the requirements for Class A equipment as specified in an acceptable standard. 
(b) Reciprocating-engine-powered aeroplanes with an MCTOM of more than 5 700 kg or an MOPSC of more than nine shall be equipped with a TAWS 
that meets the requirement for Class B equipment as specified in an acceptable standard.
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V.  Preparations Necessary to Monitor CFIT 
Risk Through Flight Data Monitoring


1 Reconstruction of Aircraft Parameters
Knowing the position and altitude of the aircraft is important to start CFIT precursor monitoring. In the follow-
ing, all aircraft parameters that are required for the investigations presented within this document are listed:


 ´ Latitude and Longitude of the aircraft position


 ´ Geometrical altitude of the aircraft above mean sea level and above ground


 ´ Three-dimensional speed vector of the aircraft


This list of aircraft parameters can either be given for a specific time point during flight for which the analyses is 
conducted or alternatively, the aircraft parameters can be given for a specific time period and the analyses car-
ried out for the entire period. For the second option, it is assumed within this document that all parameters are 
given with the same sampling rate.


The required aircraft parameters can be obtained in various ways. The simplest way is a direct read out of the as-
sociated parameters from the flight data recording.


In case there are several parameter values for the same state available (e.g. of different sensors), correlating them 
could be advantageous.


Another method consists in using a physically motivated model to reconstruct the associated parameters. As an 
example, the physical equation distance = speed x time holds. It might be the case that the quality of the posi-
tion and time recording is better than the quality of the (ground) speed recording. Using the physical formula 
and accurate position and time data, a good speed recording can be reconstructed and used to improve the orig-
inal recording.


2 Access to Terrain Databases
To investigate the proximity of a scenario regarding a CFIT accident, information about the underlying and sur-
rounding terrain is necessary. Combining the aircraft parameters with the relationship to terrain, as well as actual 
vs. published (SID/STAR etc.) flight paths can help detecting precursors to CFIT.


There are various terrain databases publically available and the following are briefly described:


 ´ SRTM


 ´ ASTER GDEM


 ´ GTOPO30


 ´ TanDEM-X


Commercial FDM software (or their add-on packages) might provide access to further or other terrain databases. 
It is not within the scope of this document to give an overview of all these commercial models.


The terrain databases were investigated based on the following criteria:


 ´ Is the database freely available?


 ´ Is the database well documented?


 ´ Are further resources necessary to use the database?


 ´ When was the release date?
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 ´ Which agency or company is responsible for it?


 ´ What percentage of the Earth’s surface is covered?


 ´ How fine is the spacing of the underlying grid?


 ´ What is the accuracy of the model?


An overview of the considered terrain databases is given in Table 1.


Data from NASA’s SRTM is recorded in accordance with the DTED specification (MIL-PRF-89020B). This is a mili-
tary standard, originally designed in 1970 and reissued in 1996 in order to include the requirements of the SRTM 
program. It specifies the contents, format and all assumptions related to the data made available in the scope of 
the program, including the resolution of the measurements.


 ´ Table 1: Overview Terrain Databases


SRTM ASTER GDEM GTOPO30 TanDEM-X


Availability Freely available Freely available Freely available


Free for research 
purpose, commercial 
application for 
purchase


Documentation On NASA website On NASA website
On the U.S. 
Geological Survey 
website


On DLR website


Required further 
resources


GIS or other special 
application


none none none


Release date September 2015 2009 1996 2010


Responsible entity NASA
Ministry of Economy, 
Trade, and Industry of 
Japan and NASA


USGS DLR


Earth coverage Between 56 deg South and 60 
deg North of equator


Between 83 deg South 
and 83 deg North of 
equator


All All


Grid spacing 30 m / 98 ft pixel spacing
1 x 1 degree in latitude 
and longitude (Level4Z 
60 x 60 NM)


Approx. 1km 12 m


Accuracy


less than 10 m relative vertical 
height accuracy; less than 20 
m absolute horizontal circular 
accuracy


7 – 14m 30 - 500m 2 m vertical


Given the access to the terrain database is provided via the FDM software, then, in order to derive the verti-
cal distance of the aircraft to the underlying terrain, only the reconstructed position and geometrical altitude is 
necessary (i.e. no information regarding the speed). The characteristics of the chosen terrain elevation model in-
fluences the estimated vertical distance to terrain. Especially in rough terrain or for terrain models with a coarse 
grid spacing, interpolation between different model points is necessary to obtain good results.


Once the vertical distance to terrain is obtained based on the terrain database data and the aircraft position and 
geometrical altitude, it can be compared to the recorded radio height (for situations in which this is valid, e.g. be-
low 2500 ft AGL).


Finally, this comparison can be used to assess the plausibility of the terrain database.
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VI. Precursors to be Monitored
Precursors describe conditions for which the risk of or the proximity to a potential CFIT accident is increased. 
Within this chapter, a selection of CFIT precursors that are relevant for FDM analyses and were identified by 
Working Group A are presented.


1 Wrong Altimeter Reference Settings
During an aircraft’s descent through the transition level during approach, the reference setting of the altime-
ters is changed from QNE to QNH. Depending on the approach characteristics, an error during the modification 
of the altimeter reference settings might have fatal consequences (e.g. this was the most probable cause of the 
CFIT of Canada Jet Charters Limited 4).


Being able to observe the trends of wrong altimeter settings is beneficial and is possible providing suitable infor-
mation is available. For example, the barometric altimeter recording can be compared to the runway elevation 
and it can be checked whether the difference is exceeding a certain threshold. Another example is where the 
published QNH from the associated METAR report is available, it can be used for comparison if the altimeter ref-
erence setting of the FDM recording.


Comparison may also be possible using aircraft geometric altitude (e.g. radio altimeter), however this will require 
additional combination of other sources of data (e.g. terrain databases and aircraft parameters).


2 Flight Below Minimum Sector Altitude (MSA)
According to ICAO definition, the Minimum Sector Altitude (MSA) is the lowest altitude which may be used which 
will provide a minimum clearance of 300 m (1000 feet) above all objects located in the area contained within 
a sector of a circle of 46 km (25 NM) radius centered on a radio aid to navigation. Descending below the MSA in-
creases the risk for a CFIT, is one precursor that could be observed in a FDM system.


3 Deviation Below Glideslope
In most cases, the 3° glideslope as part of the Instrument Landing System (ILS) offers vertical guidance during 
approach. Taking into account stabilization of approaches, the deviation above/below glideslopes, and rate of 
descent, can be identified. Depending on the severity of the deviation and the distance to the runway, the CFIT 
risk is increased. The goal of this precursor is to observe severe deviations below the glideslope that significant-
ly increase the risk.


Note: Similar precursors can be used in defining risks of Runway Excursions.


4 Flight Management System (FMS) Incorrectly Set
The FMS allows a planned route to be pre-programmed, for example Standard Instrument Departures (SID) and 
Approaches (STAR). This programming can be affected by errors and a wrong target flight path could bring the 
aircraft into close vicinity to terrain. Cases where standard published approaches are deviated from can lead to 
possible precursors for CFIT risk.


4 Aviation Occurrence Report, Controlled Flight Into Water, Canada Jet Charters Limited Learjet 35 C-GPUN, Masset, British Columbia 8 nm NW, 11 
January 1995, Report Number A95P0004, Canada
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5  Inadequate Vertical Mode Selections of the Aircraft Flight Control 
System (AFCS)


Common AFCS provide various settings, so-called modes. Based on the individual approach characteristics, 
a suitable mode has to be chosen. For CFIT analyses, modes for the vertical guidance are of special interest. 
A setting inappropriate for the given operational scenario, or incorrect use of the modes and deviation from pub-
lished SOP’s should be monitored and flagged by FDM.


6 Incorrect Descent Point
An incorrect descent point can bring the aircraft into close vicinity of terrain and should be investigated by FDM.


This risk can increase during instrument approaches where a descent point is determined based on distance from 
a fix (e.g. RNAV-GNSS). High workload and human factors can lead to incorrect reading of the approach chart and 
to an early descent towards the terrain.


The actual descent point vs. the published descent point should be compared, and any impact or deviation 
caused by NavAids also monitored and flagged by FDM.


The impact of NavAids on CFIT precursors should also be monitored, taking into consideration the correct follow-
ing of the appropriate glide, and any deviation of actual approaches to published/expected approaches.


7  Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS) Alerts and Crew 
Reactions


The soft and hard warnings of the TAWS should be monitored per fleet and airfield. Also, the TAWS modes acti-
vated should be recorded and considered in the FDM systems.


In addition, further to a TAWS alert, not following the correct escape maneuver, or published SOP’s, could in-
crease the CFIT risk and should be investigated by FDM.


It should be noted that, in some very specific cases, repeated TAWS alerts can be observed for a given airport or 
a given approach procedure. Such cases must be investigated as they might generate inappropriate crew reac-
tions. External factors that lead to a high rate of such untimely alerts should be monitored and flagged by FDM. 
They can be linked to TAWS configuration, deviation from SOP, inappropriate SOP design or particular meteor-
ological conditions.


Note: Mismanagement or deviation from SOP’s linked to Escape Maneuvers could be a precursor 
as well to LOC-I.


8 Inadequate Missed Approach and Go Around Flight Path
This precursor captures the inadequate actions of flight crew during a Missed Approach and Go Around scenar-
io. Where a missed Approach/Go-Around is flown in the vicinity of terrain, this scenario increases CFIT risk if the 
published missed approach procedure is not accurately flown.


In addition to CFIT risk, this precursor could also lead to situations of loss of control, which are covered in a sep-
arate document also published by EOFDM Working Group A 5.


5 Review of Accident Precursors for Loss of Control in Flight, Revision 1- 2015.12.17, EOFDM Working Group A, LOC12-15+30+32
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9 Loss Of Communication
A loss of communication between pilots and the responsible air traffic control service increases the workload 
for pilots. When combined with proximity to terrain, this distraction could divert their attention away from nav-
igation and monitoring, which could lead to an increased CFIT risk. Therefore, loss of communication should be 
considered as a precursor for CFIT when combined with proximity to terrain and their occurrences should be ob-
served by FDM.


10 Low Energy State During Approach / Unstable Approach
Every flight period near terrain incorporates a certain level of risk for CFIT. Especially during approach, the pilot’s 
workload is high and an unstable approach could further distract pilots or increase even further their workload. 
Unstable approaches and incorrect energy management should be monitored by FDM. As such, please refer to 
recommendation RE26 of WG A “Unstable Approach” in the document Runway Excursions: 2. Review of Ac-
cident Precursors and the guidance material proposed by WG B under Event RE26 “Unstable Approach” in the 
document Runway Excursions: 3. Study for Runway Excursion Precursors, both available on EASA website.


11 Inadequate Response to Wind Shear Warning
A wind shear is a rapid change of wind speed and/or wind direction. Depending on the flight path and the sur-
rounding terrain, a wind shear and its influence to the flight path could increase CFIT risk severely and should be 
investigated by FDM.


12 Reduced Horizontal Distance to Terrain
Estimate the horizontal distance from the aircraft to the surrounding terrain can be especially beneficial for de-
partures and approaches in mountainous areas in order to capture scenarios where the horizontal distance to 
terrain is reduced. Compared to the estimation of the Vertical Distance to Terrain, the technical implementation 
of such a measurement is more complex. Again, a meaningful interpolation between the grid points of the ter-
rain elevation model is required. The only required aircraft state is the three-dimensional position. In addition, 
an adapted threshold has to be defined in order to capture situations of reduced horizontal distance to terrain.
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13 Reduced Time to Terrain Impact
For this precursor, the three-dimensional speed is used in addition to the three-dimensional position. In fact, nei-
ther the vertical distance nor the horizontal distance to terrain are crucial for the occurrence of a CFIT, but are 
useful to categorize the scenario. What is important is distance plus the speed and direction vector. Based on 
the current three-dimensional position of the aircraft together with a three-dimensional speed vector, a “virtual” 
Time to Terrain Impact can be calculated. The underlying assumption for this calculation is that the speed vector 
stays constant until the “virtual” CFIT occurs.


The following scenario is the motivation for this precursor. It is assumed that an aircraft is flying along a moun-
tain range such that the three dimensional speed vector is parallel to the mountain range. Even if the distance 
between the aircraft and the cliff is small, this implies that the Time to Terrain Impact is infinite. Nevertheless, for 
the same horizontal distance to terrain, the situation becomes more critical if small changes of the speed vec-
tor towards the mountain range occur. This situation should be covered by this particular precursor. Also, what 
it means to significantly reduce time to impact has to be researched in order to define such a precursor and, in 
particular, a suitable time threshold.


d d


Aircraft trajectory is parallel to terain


=> Time to impact is in
nite


Aircraft trajectory converges with terain


=> Time to impact is 
nite 
     and can be computed
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VII.  Consolidated Precursors and 
Recommendations


Based on the previous chapters of this document, the CFIT recommendations of EOFDM Working Group A are 
collected in Table 2.


For each recommendation, levels for the influence of the outcome of the analysis and complexity of the tech-
nique are indicated. Possible values for both of them are High, Medium and Low.


Preparatory Actions:
 ´ Reconstruction of relevant aircraft parameters: Develop means to obtain accurate position and speed re-


cording of the aircraft (e.g. direct FDM recording readout or reconstruction based on other parameters).


 ´ Access to terrain database: Provide access to a (public) terrain database in order to conduct CFIT analy-
ses going beyond the analyses of triggered TAWS alerts. Develop means to estimate the vertical distance 
to terrain based on aircraft position and terrain database in order to validate the plausibility of the terrain 
database compared to recorded aircraft height.


 ´ Table 2: Working Group A CFIT Recommendations


CFIT Recommendations


Number Name Influence Complexity


CFIT01 Poor visibility condition Medium High


CFIT02 Wrong altimeter settings Medium Low


CFIT03 Flight below MSA High Low


CFIT04 Deviation below glideslope Medium Medium


CFIT05 FMS incorrectly set Medium High


CFIT06 Inadequate vertical mode selections of AFCS High Medium


CFIT07 Incorrect descent point Medium Medium


CFIT08 Inadequate TAWS escape maneuver High High


CFIT09 Inadequate Missed Approach and Go Around flight path High High


CFIT10 Loss of communication Low Medium


CFIT11 Low energy state during approach / unstable approach Medium Medium


CFIT12 Inadequate response to wind shear warning Medium Medium


CFIT13 Reduced horizontal distance to terrain High High


CFIT14 Reduced time to terrain impact High High
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CFIT Recommendations:
CFIT01 Poor visibility condition: Develop means to identify present visibility conditions (e.g. IMC or VMC).


CFIT02 Wrong altimeter settings: Develop means to identify wrong altimeter settings.


CFIT03 Flight below MSA: Develop means to identify situations of aircraft flying below MSA.


CFIT04 Deviation below glideslope: Develop means to identify (severe) deviations below glideslope that in-
crease CFIT risk.


CFIT05 FMS incorrectly set: Develop means to identify errors in FMS settings, especially those associated to close 
to terrain operation (e.g. approach in a mountainous area).


CFIT06 Inadequate vertical mode selections of AFCS: Develop means to identify inadequate vertical mode selec-
tions of the aircraft flight control system, especially those associated to close to terrain operation (e.g. approach 
in a mountainous area).


CFIT07 Incorrect descent point: Develop means to identify incorrect descent points.


CFIT08 Inadequate TAWS escape maneuver: Develop means to identify escape maneuvers after a triggered 
TAWS alert that are non compliant with the correct maneuver or airline SOPs. And beyond that, approaches with 
repeated TAWS soft warnings (or just one TAWS warning) should be monitored. Repeated TAWS soft warning dur-
ing an approach can evidence that either the aircraft was not safe with regards to the terrain potentially due to 
the approach procedure design, or that the TAWS needs to be adjusted for that particular approach.


CFIT09 Inadequate Missed Approach and Go Around flight path: Develop means to identify Missed Approach-
es and Go Around flights paths that are non compliant with published information or airline SOPs.


CFIT10 Loss of communication: Develop means to identify loss of communication.


CFIT11 Low energy state during approach / unstable approach: Develop means to identify low energy states 
during approach and unstable approaches.


CFIT12 Inadequate response to wind shear warning: Develop means to detect inadequate responses to wind 
shear warnings, especially in situations close to terrain (e.g. approach in a mountainous area).


CFIT13 Reduced horizontal distance to terrain: Develop means to identify scenarios of reduced horizontal dis-
tance to terrain.


CFIT14 Reduced time to terrain impact: Develop means to identify scenarios of reduced time to terrain impact 
assuming the aircraft maintains current track and speed.
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VIII.  ANNEX 1 - List of Original CFIT 
Precursors


Based on the review of the available safety analysis studies about CFIT scenarios within the industry and the in-
ternal discussions of the working group, the following possible precursors of such scenarios were identified:


 ´ GPWS/TAWS alert/warning (genuine, nuisance or false)


 ´ Flight below MSA, MSAW warning


 ´ Deviation below G/S


 ´ Other cases of reduced terrain separation


 ´ Prolonged loss of communication (PLOC) between pilot and controller(s)


 ´ Misunderstood ATC clearance


 ´ Low-energy state during approach


 ´ Land short (runway undershoot) event


 ´ Low altitude pattern following a go-around


 ´ Inappropriate low altitude maneuvering


 ´ Loss of visual reference whilst conducting circling approach


 ´ Loss of situational awareness (incorrect descent point, stepped descents)


 ´ Low-on-fuel condition/fuel starvation


 ´ Aircraft misconfiguration


 ´ Auto-pilot misuse


 ´ Low pitch attitude/shallow flight path/altitude loss after lift-off


 ´ Flight below desired profile path during climb


 ´ Lateral deviation during climb (SID)


 ´ Descent/flight below segment or sector safe altitude


 ´ Altimeter setting error


 ´ FMS incorrectly set


 ´ Failure to check navigation accuracy before approach


 ´ Lateral deviation during approach (STAR)


 ´ Failure to revert to navaids raw data in case of doubts on automation


 ´ Incorrect or inappropriate radar vectoring by ATC (i.e., below minimum vectoring altitude (MVA) and/or 
toward high terrain)


 ´ Premature descent to the next step-down altitude during a multiple-steps-down non-precision approach


 ´ DME confusion (non-collocated DME versus ILS-DME), in identifying the final descent point


 ´ Premature descent to DA(H) before G/S intercept or premature descent to MDA(H) before final 
descent-point/FAF


 ´ Premature descent below MDA(H) before reaching the visual descent-point (VDP)


 ´ Flight below desired flight path during initial and/or final approach


 ´ Approach profiles incorrectly flown
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 ´ Continued approach, when below DA(H) or MDA(H), after loss of visual references


 ´ Late or inadequate response to GPWS/TAWS alert/warning


 ´ Late or inadequate response to MSAW warning


 ´ Late or inadequate response to wind shear warning


 ´ Unstabilized approach (steep or shallow approach)


 ´ Failure to go-around


 ´ Lack of effective flight path control during go-around


 ´ Failure to follow published missed-approach procedure


 ´ Inadequate fuel management
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Summary
This report studies potential precursors that could result in loss of control accidents while the aircraft is airborne. 
From this list several flight data measurements are proposed for further analysis and development by EOFDM 
Working Group B.
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Introduction
In the context of this study, loss of control (LOC) refers to loss of aircraft control or deviation from the intended 
flight path in-flight.


The analysis of precursors was structured in three steps:


1. Group all types of foreseeable LOC events into generic scenarios.


2. Identify and justify all foreseeable precursor factors for each LOC category


The factors are listed in tabular format and ordered to facilitate the construction of plausible “sequences 
of events”. For example, Figure 1 suggests that a Loss of Control due to Crew incapacitation could be pre-
ceded by the following precursors:


High cabin altitude  Pressurization System Malfunction  O2 masks not used by crew


Precursors listed in the same column are assumed to be independent from each other, but possibly occur-
ring in combination. This means that the following sequence from table 2 is also plausible:


Special operations  Inadequate energy + Envelope protection systems failure or ignored  Inade-
quate Lift


The simplicity of this tabular format is convenient because it enables a very compact representation of 
multiple sequences of events in the same diagram. The drawback of this arrangement is that not all com-
binations of precursors are plausible (or even logical), such as the following, which could be extracted 
from Figure 3:


Electromagnetic Interference  Structural Failure  Inadequate Thrust


This inconsistency is not really problematic because:


a.  The relevant and applicable sequences are easy to detect and the irrelevant ones are easy to ignore.


b. The objective of the diagram is the identification of the accident precursors and not necessarily the ac-
curate representation of their chronological order. This order would only be important in the context of 
a risk assessment or in the development of a formal bowtie diagram.


For this application this tabular arrangement is therefore deemed to be an adequate compromise be-
tween simplicity and correctness.


3. Consolidate all the precursor factors identified in step #2 and produce actionable recommendations for 
WG B.


This consolidation is useful to reduce the number of recommendations without loss of detail. For exam-
ple, the precursor “Instrument malfunction” is mentioned under the “Environmental Factors” and “System 
Failure” categories, however only one recommendation is produced (see LOC 24).


The human analyst part of the FDM system
The recommendations - and hence the precursors - stated here are meant to drive the development of “alerts” 
and measurements to identify situations that otherwise could go unnoticed. It is assumed that each event 
highlighted by the FDM software program will be reviewed by qualified analysts, taking in consideration the cir-
cumstances and context of each individual event. This assumption significantly reduces the complexity and scope 
of the work. For example, once a “windshear event” has been detected by the software, it is not necessary to de-
velop further events to detect whether or not the windshear escape maneuver has been correctly executed by 
the crew: this task will be delegated to the analyst who is better positioned to do it anyway.
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Redundancy with Reportable Events
Several recommendations suggested as FDM “alerts” or measurements in this document relate to significant 
operational occurrences which should be evident to the flight crew (e.g. loss of lift, extreme attitudes, etc) and 
therefore should also be covered by Safety Reports. While this redundancy could be viewed as undesirable, it of-
fer a tangible benefit: there are genuine cases where the flight crew may not be aware of certain occurrences, 
especially when their severity is low (e.g. minor and momentary flap overspeeds or incorrect performance calcu-
lations). FDM events could then fill the void of a missing safety report.


Synergy with Aircraft Health Monitoring (AHM)
Several recommendations in this document are aimed at monitoring the condition of aircraft systems and 
components. While the motivation behind this document is on safety assurance, the implementation of these 
recommendations represents an opportunity to explore the synergies between AHM and FDM with possible fi-
nancial benefits which can often offset the cost of the FDM programme itself.
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Step 1: List of Foreseeable Loss of Control 
Scenarios


1. LOC due to Crew incapacitation


2. LOC due to Flight Envelope exceedance


3. LOC due to Environmental Factors


4. LOC due to System Failure


5. LOC due to Inadequate Flight Management
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Step 2: Identification of precursor factors


Accident Scenario #1: Loss of Control due to Crew incapacitation


 ´ Figure 1


Increased proximity to the accident


Smoke or Fumes O2 masks not used by crew


Pressurization System Malfunction High cabin altitude
Supplementary oxygen system failure or 


ineffective


Pressurization System misuse


Note: This discussion is relevant only for pressurized aircraft.


Note: Crew incapacitation could also be caused by laser beam exposure, fatigue, food poisoning, 
medical conditions or other causes. These precursors are unlikely to be captured by flight data, 
therefore are not included in this analysis.


Discussion
Smoke and Fumes: Smoke and fumes in the cabin or flight deck could cause crew incapacitation if the available 
countermeasures fail or are not used.


Pressurization System Malfunction: Could cause high cabin altitude or situations with adverse impact on crew 
physiology and crew incapacitation if undetected and/or the available countermeasures fail or are not used.


Pressurization System Misuse: Could cause high cabin altitude or situations with adverse impact on crew phys-
iology and crew incapacitation if undetected and/or the available countermeasures fail or are not used.


High cabin altitude: Could cause hypoxia and affect the performance and well-being of the crew and passengers 
if undetected and/or the available countermeasures fail or are not used.


Oxygen masks not used: Failure to promptly use oxygen masks in case of emergency may cause crew incapac-
itation. It is reasonable to assume that incidents of this kind will be reported by the crew, or investigated as 
a follow-up of an accident. The role of FDM in this case could be to provide factual information to support the 
investigation process.


Supplementary oxygen system failure or ineffective: The role of FDM in this case is similar to the case de-
scribed above, but it could also play a role in preventive maintenance.
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Accident Scenario #2: Loss of Control due to Flight Envelope 
Exceedance


 ´ Figure 2


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


CG out of limits
Envelope protection systems failure 


or ignored


Special operations Inadequate aircraft energy Inadequate lift


Incorrect performance calculation Inadequate aircraft attitude


Overweight takeoff


Discussion


CG out of limits: load shift in flight / takeoff, incorrect loading or fuel imbalance could cause the CG to move out 
of limits resulting in controllability issues.


Special operations: maintenance check flights, flight tests and some special conditions may place the aircraft 
at the edges or even outside the operating envelope (airspeed, angle of attack, bank angle) or cause deviations 
from normal aircraft trajectory.


Incorrect performance calculation: Incorrect calculation of reference speeds might cause controllability/perfor-
mance issues during any phase of flight.


Overweight Takeoff: Undetected errors in loading or fueling (not necessarily exceeding aircraft limitations) may 
cause climb performance issues and reduce obstacle clearance margins on performance limited departures.


NOTE 1: This is considered as a precursor for LOC and not CFIT because the crew will not be in control of the 
aircraft.


Envelope protection systems: Some aircraft are equipped with automatic protection systems to warn the crew 
or systems to keep the aircraft within the safe envelope in case the aircraft is outside of the envelope. If these 
systems fail or are ignored this could lead to an inadequate aircraft energy / attitude situation.


Inadequate aircraft energy: excessive or insufficient airspeed and/or altitude and/or thrust for any phase of the 
flight could result in controllability issues due to inadequate lift.


Inadequate aircraft attitude: regardless of the causes, aircraft attitudes which are unusual for each phase of the 
flight should be effectively and promptly recovered before they result in uncontrollable situations.


Inadequate lift: Lift is one of the basic forces required to maintain a controllable and safe trajectory for any 
aircraft.
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Accident Scenario #3: Loss of Control due to Environmental Factors


 ´ Figure 3


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


FOD Inadequate thrust


Electromagnetic interference De-icing system failure or ineffective Inadequate lift


Adverse Weather Engine failure Inadequate aircraft attitude


Windshear Instrument malfunction
Inadequate aircraft


Energy


Severe Turbulence Structural failure


Icing Conditions


Discussion
FOD: May cause damage/failure of flight controls, airframe structures, engines or instruments, possibly resulting 
in inadequate aircraft attitudes, loss of thrust or lift.


Electromagnetic interference: may cause instrument malfunction and then loss of situational awareness or nav-
igation errors.


Adverse Weather: Hail, lightning strikes, volcanic ash, sand storms and other manifestations of significant weath-
er may cause damage to structures, engines and aircraft instruments. (Reportable event)


Windshear: Negative windshear will cause a reduction in indicated airspeed and loss of lift, if the appropriate 
windshear recovery maneuver is not effectively and quickly executed.


Severe Turbulence: There are multiple causes for severe turbulence (mountain waves, aircraft vortex, thunder-
storms) which may result in extreme aircraft attitudes.


Winter Operation/Icing conditions: Ice accumulation on engines, wings or flight control surfaces may lead to 
loss of lift, loss of thrust or engine failure. Icing of instrument sensors could cause unreliable instrument readings.


Anti-icing failure or ineffective: Anti-ice (and de-ice) systems are normally tested during pre-flight checks, how-
ever some failures and its actual effectiveness may not be evident for the crew until they are airborne and need 
to use the system. The effectiveness of these systems depends on their correct utilization and even then, they 
may not be able to cope with extreme icing conditions.


Engine failure/Damage: Any situation where the engine is not producing the expected thrust or is displaying 
symptoms of an impending failure in the near future. Single engine failures are relatively benign events (in mul-
ti-engine aircraft) due to advances in aircraft design, certification and crew training. Nevertheless they affect the 
controllability and performance of the aircraft and introduce additional workload for the crew which could have 
adverse consequences, especially when combined with additional failures.


Instrument Malfunction: Environmental factors could cause instrument malfunction and result in loss of 
situational awareness or confusion for the flight crew or even trigger inappropriate responses from aircraft au-
tomation, possibly resulting in extreme aircraft attitudes and loss of thrust or lift.


Structural failure: The failure of primary structures like wings, engine mounts, control surfaces, etc may be a di-
rect cause of loss of control. However the failure of secondary structures may affect the serviceability of flight 
controls and other safety critical systems possibly resulting in extreme aircraft attitudes, loss of thrust or lift.


Inadequate thrust: Thrust is one of the basic forces required to maintain a controllable and safe trajectory for 
fixed wing aircraft.
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Inadequate lift: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate Aircraft Attitude: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate Aircraft Energy: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Accident Scenario #4: Loss of Control due to System Failure


 ´ Figure 4


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Instrument
malfunction


Flight Control failure or ineffective Inadequate aircraft attitude


Fire Structural failure Inadequate thrust


Hardware failure Engine failure Inadequate lift


Inadequate aircraft energy


Discussion
Instrument Malfunction: Could be caused by technical failures and result in loss of situational awareness or con-
fusion for the flight crew or even trigger inappropriate responses from aircraft automation, possibly resulting in 
extreme aircraft attitudes and loss of thrust or lift.


Fire: Some system failures could result in fire in the cabin, cargo compartment, wheel well or engines, causing 
secondary failures on flight control systems, airframe structures, or other safety critical systems, possibly result-
ing in extreme aircraft attitudes, loss of thrust or lift.


Hardware failure: Modern aircraft are designed and certified to be resilient against multiple system failures. 
However, some situations may degenerate into more severe failures seriously affecting flight control systems or 
engines, possibly resulting in extreme aircraft attitudes, loss of thrust or lift.


Flight Control Failure or ineffective: Functional and effective flight controls are essential for the stability and 
controllability of any aircraft.


Structural failure: Refer to environmental factors.


Engine failure: Refer to environmental factors.


Inadequate aircraft attitude: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate thrust: Refer to Environmental Factors.


Inadequate lift: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate aircraft energy: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.
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Accident Scenario #5: Loss of Control due to Inadequate Flight 
Management


 ´ Figure 5


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Mismanagement of automation Loss of thrust


Abnormal flight control inputs Inadequate aircraft attitude


Incorrect aircraft configuration
Inadequate aircraft
Energy


Fuel exhaustion Inadequate lift


Discussion


Mismanagement of automation: Misunderstanding, inadvertent disconnection or inadequate utilization of au-
tomation (especially for complex and highly automated aircraft) may cause inappropriate aircraft attitude and / 
or energy levels.


Abnormal flight control Inputs: Abnormal thrust inputs or control surfaces inputs (including dual inputs) for any 
phase of the flight could be caused by spatial disorientation, visual illusions, poor CRM, inadequate training or 
SOP violations. These then could result in inappropriate aircraft attitude, energy or deviation from the normal 
trajectory (vertical and lateral)


Fuel Exhaustion: Inadequate planning, undetected refueling errors and inadequate enroute fuel management 
may result in fuel exhaustion and consequently in loss of thrust.


Incorrect aircraft configuration: incorrect trim, lift augmenting devices, speedbrakes, etc. could cause inade-
quate aircraft energy levels and / or deviation from normal trajectory.


Inadequate thrust: Refer to Environmental Factors


Inadequate aircraft attitude: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate aircraft energy: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.


Inadequate lift: Refer to Flight Envelope Exceedances.
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Consolidated precursors 
and recommendations for 
EOFDM Working Group B
Based on the previous discussion the following possible precursors result as recommendation to being moni-
tored using Flight Data Monitoring Systems.


LOC categories


Precursor 1 2 3 4 5 Recommendation


Fire, smoke and fumes   LOC01


Press. System Malfunction  LOC02


Press. System Misuse  LOC03


Reserved


High Cabin altitude  LOC05


O2 masks not used by crew  LOC06


Supp. O2 system failure  LOC07


CG out of limits  LOC08


Special Operations  LOC09


Incorrect performance calculation  LOC10


Overweight takeoff  LOC11


Envelope protection systems   LOC12


Inadequate aircraft energy     LOC13


Inadequate aircraft attitude     LOC14


Loss of lift     LOC15


FOD  LOC16


Electromagnetic Interference  LOC17


Adverse Weather  LOC18


Windshear  LOC19


Severe turbulence  LOC20


Icing conditions  LOC21


De-icing system failure  LOC22


Engine failure   LOC23


Instrument Malfunction   LOC24


Structural Failure   LOC25


Loss of thrust    LOC26


Hardware failure  LOC27


Flight control failure or ineffective  LOC28


Mismanagement of automation  LOC29


Abnormal flight control inputs  LOC30


Fuel exhaustion  LOC31


Incorrect aircraft configuration  LOC32
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Expected Result


LOC01 Fire, smoke or fumes: Develop means to detect the presence of fire, smoke or fumes in the cabin, cargo 
compartment, engines, and landing gear bay.


LOC02 Pressurization system malfunction: Develop means to identify malfunctions of the pressurization system 
which could cause crew incapacitation or discomfort. System malfunctions could cause abnormal or unexpected 
rates of cabin pressure, inability to cope with transients in engine regime, abnormal cabin altitude (not neces-
sarily high enough to trigger alerts for the crew) or reversion from automatic to manual control. There might be 
scope for integration with Aircraft Health Monitoring Systems and continued airworthiness.


LOC03 Pressurization system misuse: Develop means to identify situations where pressurization system is not 
used correctly. For example, failure to turn on the bleed pressure after takeoff, failure to set the landing pressure 
altitude or inadequate use in manual control mode.


LOC04 Reserved


LOC05 High cabin altitude: Develop means to identify situations of abnormal cabin altitude, including but not 
limited to values that would trigger cabin altitude alerts (possibly in combination with LOC02).


LOC06 Oxygen masks not used by crew: Develop means to identify situations when the crew failed to deploy 
and use the oxygen masks in response to real or nuisance situations.


LOC07 Supplementary oxygen system failure: Develop means to identify failure or leaks in the flight crew sup-
plementary oxygen system.


LOC08 Abnormal CG position: Develop means to estimate the CG position and to detect situations where it is out 
of limits or not consistent with pitch trim settings, as a result of load shifts, incorrect loadings or fuel imbalances.


LOC09 Special operations: Develop means to identify operation at or beyond the edges of the operating en-
velope or not in compliance with SOP. This should cover all airframe and engine limitations (as specified in the 
AFM, including but not limited to indicated airspeed/Mach vs altitude, vertical speed, G limits, flap speed limits, 
speedbrake limits, tire speed limits, gear limits, temperature limits, maneuverability speeds, engine parameters, 
tailwind, crosswind, excessive rudder inputs).


LOC10 Incorrect performance calculation: Develop means to detect erroneous data entry or calculation errors 
which could lead to incorrect thrust settings, incorrect V speeds or incorrect target approach speeds (To be rec-
onciled with recommendation 01 for Runway Excursions).


LOC11 Overweight takeoff: Develop means to identify overweight situations that could have an adverse effect 
on climb performance and obstacle clearance for performance limited departures (possibly in combination with 
LOC10).


LOC12 Envelope Protection systems: Develop means to detect the in-flight activation of aircraft envelope pro-
tection systems.


LOC13 Inadequate aircraft energy: Develop means to identify situations of inadequate aircraft energy (speed 
and/or altitude and/or thrust) for each phase of the flight.


LOC14 Inadequate aircraft attitude: Develop means to identify cases of excessive angles of pitch and roll. This 
identification should take in consideration the range of values acceptable for each phase of flight.


LOC15 Loss of lift: Develop means to identify situations of actual loss of lift and cases of operation close to the 
edges of the lift envelope.


LOC16 Foreign Object Damage: Develop means to identify cues that could suggest events of foreign object 
damage.


LOC17 Electromagnetic Interference: Develop means to identify cues that could suggest situations of EMI (pos-
sibly in combination with LOC24).


LOC18 Adverse Weather: Develop means to identify the presence of adverse weather in the vicinity of the 
aircraft.


LOC19 Windshear: Develop means to identify situations of windshear (reactive and predictive).
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LOC20 Severe turbulence: Develop means to identify situations of severe turbulence, caused by different sourc-
es (clear air, wake vortex, mountain waves, etc).


LOC21 Icing conditions: Develop means to identify situations of extremely cold conditions or icing of engines, 
nacelles, propellers, wings and airframe. Operation in cold or icing conditions is frequent in most aircraft opera-
tions, therefore these should not be considered as abnormal. The objective is to develop a set of measurements 
to enable a better understanding of such environmental conditions, to assess the response of aircraft ice detec-
tion systems and to support recommendation LOC22.


LOC22 De-icing system failure: Develop means to identify failure, ineffectiveness or incorrect utilization (e.g. late 
activation) of de-icing and anti-icing systems.


LOC23 Engine failure: Develop means to identify situations of latent or active engine failure, including FOD and 
hardware degradation and failure. There might be scope for integration with Engine Condition Monitoring and 
continued airworthiness.


LOC24 Instrument Malfunction: Develop means to identify situations of instrument malfunction (possibly in 
combination with LOC17).


LOC25 Structural failure: Develop means to identify cues that could suggest the existence of latent or active 
failures in primary structures (possibly in combination with LOC16 and exploring potential of advanced instru-
mentation and sensors available in modern aircraft).


LOC26 Loss of thrust: Develop means to identify situations of unintended loss of thrust, or reduced engine per-
formance taking in consideration (but not only) the range of values acceptable for each phase of flight and fuel 
flow.


LOC27 Hardware failure: Develop means to identify cues that could suggest the existence of latent failures in 
safety critical components (including but not limited to landing gears, doors, brakes, wheels, hydraulic systems, 
etc). There might be scope for integration with Aircraft Health Monitoring Systems and continued airworthiness.


LOC28 Flight Control failure: Develop means to identify cues that could suggest the failure or ineffectiveness of 
flight controls.


LOC29 Mismanagement of Automation: Develop means to identify situations of inadequate or unexpected use 
of automation or unexpected disconnection of automation.


LOC30 Abnormal flight control inputs: Develop means to identify situations of abnormal inputs on thrust con-
trols, control surfaces and lifting devices taking in consideration the range of values acceptable for each phase 
of flight.


LOC31 Fuel exhaustion: Develop means to identify situations of low fuel quantity - by comparison to the planned 
fuel quantity - as the flight proceeds to its destination.


LOC32 Incorrect aircraft configuration: Develop means to identify situations of incorrect or unusual aircraft con-
figuration for each phase of the flight.
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Revision Overview
This chapter provides an overview of the main modifications or complements introduced with each revisions 
compared to the previous active version of the document.


Version 3
 ´ Monitoring tail strike risks added to Abnormal runway contact, RE30


 ´ Formulations of monitoring remaining runway at lift off, RE15 clarified


 ´ Monitoring of simultaneous control input of both flight crew added to precursor Aircraft handling, RE16.


 ´ Aircraft handling, RE16 added to scenario 2


 ´ Monitoring of wrong runway or wrong entry point used, RE33 added to scenario 1 and 2


 ´ Detection of erroneous guidance, RE34 added to scenario 5 and 6


Version 2
 ´ Prefix of precursors changed from “WGA” to “RE”


 ´ Precursor “Pilot technique” changed to “Aircraft handling”
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Summary
This report summarizes a list of precursor factors for several types of runway excursion accidents. From this list 
several flight data measurements are proposed for further analysis and development by EOFDM WG B.


Introduction
In the context of this report, runway excursions consider the following cases:


Runway overrun: when the aircraft rollout extends beyond the end of the runway on takeoff or landing


Runway veer-off: when the aircraft deviates laterally off the side of the runway on takeoff or landing


In order to facilitate the development of the list of recommendations to WG B and to ensure its comprehensive-
ness, the analysis was structured in three steps:


1. Group all types of foreseeable runway excursions into generic scenarios.


Considering the possible combinations of types of excursions (overrun or veer-off) versus the phase of 
flight (takeoff or landing) and also the occurrence of a rejected takeoff or not, six scenarios have been 
considered.


 › Runway overrun on takeoff after rejected takeoff


 › Runway overrun on takeoff without rejected takeoff


 › Runway veer-off on takeoff without rejected takeoff


 › Runway veer-off on takeoff after rejected takeoff


 › Runway overrun after landing


 › Runway veer-off after landing


2. Identify and justify all foreseeable precursor factors for each excursion scenario.


The factors are listed in tabular format and ordered to facilitate the construction of plausible “sequenc-
es of events”. For example, table 1 suggests that a runway overrun could be preceded by the following 
precursors:


Incorrect performance calculation Ú Slow acceleration Ú Rejected takeoff Ú Slow deceleration 
Ú overrun.


Precursors listed in the same column are assumed to be independent from each other, but possibly occur-
ring in combination. This means that the following sequence is also plausible:


Incorrect aircraft configuration Ú Late rotation + slow rotation Ú Rejected takeoff Ú Reduced 
runway remaining after RTO Ú overrun.


It could be argued that “slow rotation” should be in fact preceded by “Late rotation”. Also, some of the se-
quences are unusual or less plausible than other such as:


Reduced elevator authority Ú Slow acceleration Ú Rejected takeoff Ú Reduced runway remain-
ing after RTO Ú overrun


These minor inconsistencies would only be problematic in the context of a safety risk assessment, so 
in this application such arrangement seems to be an adequate compromise between simplicity and 
correctness.


The scenarios of runway excursion on takeoff were further subdivided by the occurrence of a rejected 
takeoff. This split does increase the complexity and length of the analysis, however it excludes some se-
quences which would be otherwise too illogical


CG out of limits Ú slow rotation Ú engine power increase Ú slow deceleration Ú overrun
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A risk assessment would also need to consider the “safety defences” such as a go-around or a balked 
landing. However, in this context such breakdown is not strictly necessary and it would increase the com-
plexity of the analysis without a significant benefit. The detection of go-arounds and balked landings are 
included in the list of recommendations (step #3), but not discussed in step #2.


3. Consolidate all the precursor factors identified in step #2 and produce actionable recommendations for 
WG B.


This consolidation is useful to reduce the number of recommendations without loss of detail. For exam-
ple, the precursor “inadequate use of stopping devices” is mentioned on takeoff and landing scenarios, 
however only one recommendation is produced (see WGA12).


Step 1:  List of Foreseeable excursion 
Scenarios


1.  Runway overrun after RTO


2. Runway overrun on takeoff (no RTO)


3. Runway veer-off on takeoff (no RTO)


4. Runway veer-off after RTO


5. Runway overrun after landing


6. Runway veer-off after landing


Step 2: Identification of precursor factors


Accident scenario #1: Runway overrun after rejected takeoff


 ´ Table 1: Precursor factors for accident scenario #1


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Incorrect performance calculation
Slow
acceleration


Reduced runway remaining 
after RTO


Inappropriate aircraft configuration Aircraft malfunction
Rejected
takeoff


Inadequate use of stopping 
devices


CG out of limits Slow rotation Slow deceleration


Reduced elevator
authority


Late rotation


Wrong runway or wrong entry point used No liftoff after rotation
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Incorrect performance calculation: Erroneous data 
entry or calculation errors could lead to incorrect 
thrust settings or incorrect V speeds.


Inappropriate aircraft configuration: Failure to 
set the correct aircraft configuration (lifting de-
vices, pitch trim) could cause takeoff performance 
problems.


CG out of limits: Incorrect cargo loading is one fre-
quent cause for this kind of events. It can cause 
difficulties in rotating the aircraft on takeoff (and oth-
er controllability problems while airborne).


Wrong runway or wrong entry point used: Differ-
ence between actual and planned runway or entry 
point can reduce the runway length available during 
takeoff roll that can be critical on performance limit-
ed runways.


Reduced Elevator authority: There have been sever-
al occurrences in the industry where the elevator’s 
authority was reduced preventing adequate rotation 
on takeoff.


Slow acceleration: Takeoff performance problems 
could be caused by many different problems which 
are not directly measurable by FDM. The detection 
of a slow acceleration could be an indirect means 
to identify the existence of those problems as pre-
cursors for runway overruns. If the acceleration is 
perceived by the crew as abnormal this could also be 
a trigger for a rejected takeoff.


Aircraft malfunction: The monitoring of aircraft mal-
functions is important to assess the quality of the 
crew’s reaction and decision.


Slow rotation: An excessively slow rotation may 
be the consequence of other problems (incorrect 


loading, pilot technique, poor elevator authority, etc) 
and could delay the liftoff reducing the safety margin 
against an overrun. This could also prompt the crew 
to reject the takeoff at speeds above V1 which could 
also lead to an overrun.


Late rotation: A late rotation caused either by slow 
acceleration (excessive time to Vr) or by delayed ac-
tion by the crew could increase the distance required 
for takeoff and reduce the safety margin against an 
overrun.


No liftoff: If after rotation the aircraft does not be-
come airborne, the crew could decide to do a high 
speed rejected takeoff which could lead to an over-
run. This situation may be coupled with tail strikes, 
where the increased drag further delays acceleration 
to a sufficiently high airspeed to enable liftoff.


Rejected takeoff: This is a  clear indication that 
the crew identified a problem during the takeoff 
and could lead to a  runway overrun under some 
circumstances.


Reduced runway remaining after RTO: A rejected 
takeoff conducted after V1, or in cases where forward 
acceleration is abnormally low could lead to an over-
run on short runways.


Inadequate use of stopping devices: The inadequate 
use of stopping devices (brakes, thrust reversers, air-
brakes, etc), could increase the stopping distance 
after a rejected takeoff and cause an overrun.


Slow deceleration: The deceleration after a rejected 
takeoff could be slow despite the correct use of all 
stopping devices (because of a technical malfunction 
or poor runway friction). This could eventually result 
in a runway overrun.


Accident Scenario #2: Runway overrun on takeoff (RTO not attempted)


 ´ Table 2: Precursor factors for accident scenario #2


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Incorrect performance calculation No liftoff after rotation


Inappropriate
aircraft configuration


Slow
acceleration


Slow rotation
Reduced runway remaining at 
liftoff


CG out
of limits


Late rotation


Reduced Elevator
Authority
Wrong runway or wrong entry point used
Aircraft handling


Engine power increase
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Some of the contributing factors in this accident scenario have already been presented in the context of scenar-
io #1, therefore the discussion will now be limited to the new factors.


Incorrect performance calculation: Refer to scenario 
#1 Runway overrun after rejected takeoff.


Inappropriate aircraft configuration: Refer to scenar-
io #1 Runway overrun after rejected takeoff.


CG out of limits: Refer to scenario #1 Runway overrun 
after rejected takeoff.


Reduced Elevator Authority: Refer to scenario #1 
Runway overrun after rejected takeoff.


Wrong runway or wrong entry point used: Refer to 
scenario #1 Runway overrun after rejected takeoff.


Aircraft handling: Inappropriate use of aircraft con-
trols (rudder and nose wheel steering) could cause 
controllability problems. In addition, simultaneous 
control inputs of both flight crew should be observed 
and its potential negative influence onto safety as-
pects analyzed.


Slow acceleration: Refer to scenario #1 Runway over-
run after rejected takeoff.


No liftoff after rotation: Refer to scenario #1 Runway 
overrun after rejected takeoff.


Slow rotation: Refer to scenario #1 Runway overrun 
after rejected takeoff.


Late rotation: Refer to scenario #1 Runway overrun 
after rejected takeoff.


Engine power increased: The engine power for take-
off is normally set at the start of the takeoff roll (or 
before, in the case of static takeoffs). An increase of 
engine power from a de-rated setting to full power 
during the takeoff run could be an indication that the 
crew is trying to recover from an abnormal situation 
which otherwise could result in a runway overrun.


Reduced runway remaining at liftoff: Abnormal sit-
uations like a slow or late rotation or delayed liftoff 
(with or without tail strike) could result in a takeoff 
run distance greater than TORA. The remaining run-
way distance at liftoff should be monitored for any 
conducted flight.


Accident Scenario #3: Runway veer-off on takeoff (RTO not attempted)


 ´ Table 3: Precursor factors for accident scenario #3


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Aircraft handling


Crosswind


Forward thrust asymmetry Lateral deviation


Steering system malfunction


Aircraft handling: Refer to scenario #2 Runway over-
run on takeoff (RTO not attempted).


Crosswind: Strong crosswind may affect lateral con-
trollability of the aircraft during takeoff.


Forward Thrust Asymmetry: Regardless of the cause 
(technical failure or pilot error) this could affect lat-
eral controllability causing lateral deviations if not 
promptly corrected.


Steering system malfunction: During the takeoff roll, 
problems with the steering system could affect lateral 
controllability causing lateral deviations


Lateral deviation: Some degree of lateral deviation 
(or oscillation) during the takeoff run is normal, how-
ever this should be kept within certain limits and also 
considering the runway width.
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Accident Scenario #4: Runway veer-off on takeoff (after RTO)


 ´ Table 4: Precursor factors for accident scenario #4


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Rejected
takeoff


Reverse thrust asymmetry
Lateral
deviation


Braking
asymmetry


Aircraft handling


Rejected takeoff: In the context of this scenario, the 
rejected takeoff is the trigger for the chain of events. 
However in reality it could be the consequence of nu-
merous circumstances which are not relevant for this 
analysis (tower request, runway incursion by other 
aircraft, bird strike, or any of the factors listed in the 
previous accident scenario)


Reverse Thrust Asymmetry: Regardless of the cause 
(technical failure or pilot error) this could affect lat-
eral controllability causing lateral deviations if not 
promptly corrected.


Braking Asymmetry: Braking asymmetry (due to 
malfunction or pilot error) could affect lateral con-
trollability causing lateral deviations.


Aircraft handling: Refer to scenario #2 Runway over-
run on takeoff (RTO not attempted).


Lateral deviation: Refer to scenario #3 Runway veer-
off on takeoff (RTO not attempted).


Accident scenario #5: Runway overrun after landing


 ´ Table 5: Precursor factors for accident scenario #5


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Poor visibility High energy over
threshold


Deep
landing


Inadequate use of stopping 
devicesTailwind


Crosswind Long flare
Abnormal
runway contact


Slow deceleration


Unstable Approach
Excessive engine power 
during landing


Excessive energy 
at touchdown


Incorrect performance 
calculation


Inappropriate aircraft 
configuration


Erroneous guidance


Poor visibility: Poor visibility of the runway due to 
weather, insufficient lighting or even visual illusions 
could affect the judgment of distances by the pilot 
flying causing deep landings or abnormal runway 
contacts.


Tailwind: Tailwind will increase the ground speed 
during landing and consequently the airborne dis-
tance of the landing phase. This may cause deep 
landings.
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Crosswind: Crosswind may affect the controllability 
of the aircraft during landing and lead to deep land-
ings or abnormal runway contacts.


Unstable Approach: Many runway excursion acci-
dents are associated with unstable approaches.


Incorrect performance calculation: Refer to scenario 
#1 Runway overrun after rejected takeoff.


Inappropriate aircraft configuration: May affect 
landing performance and reduce safety margins.


Erroneous guidance: Cases such as erroneous ILS 
signal may affect landing performance (both on 
the longitudinal and lateral axes) and reduce safety 
margins.


High energy over Threshold: The height and velocity 
at which the runway threshold is crossed may have an 
important influence on the landing distance.


Long Flare: An abnormally long time between the in-
itiation of the flare manoeuvre and the touch down 
can cause deep landings which may subsequently in-
crease the risk of an overrun.


Excessive engine power during landing: Failure 
to reduce engine power before touchdown will af-
fect the landing performance and may reduce safety 
margins.


Deep landing: Deep landings are deviations to the 
planned landing performance and may increase the 
risk of overruns.


Abnormal runway contact: Bounced, off center or 
crabbed landings, tail and wingtip strikes and other 
types of abnormal runway contact could contribute 
to delayed or inadequate use of stopping devices 
which in turn may increase the stopping distance.


Excessive energy at touchdown: The aircraft energy 
at touchdown has a direct effect on the landing per-
formance and may reduce safety margins.


Inadequate use of stopping devices: Stopping dis-
tance is affected by late or inadequate activation of 
thrust reverser, brakes (and auto-brakes), airbrakes or 
other stopping devices.


Slow deceleration: Even with correct use of stopping 
devices the net acceleration could be low due to run-
way contamination or system failure. This will affect 
the stopping distance.


Accident scenario #6: Runway veer-off after landing


 ´ Table 6: Precursor factors for accident scenario #6


Increasing “proximity” to the accident


Poor visibility Inadequate use of stopping devices


Crosswind
Abnormal
runway contact


Braking Asymmetry
Lateral
deviation


Unstable Approach Reverse thrust asymmetry


Erroneous guidance Aircraft handling


Poor visibility: Refer to scenario #5 Runway overrun 
after landing.


Crosswind: Refer to scenario #5 Runway overrun af-
ter landing.


Unstable Approach: Refer to scenario #5 Runway 
overrun after landing.


Erroneous guidance: Refer to scenario #5 Runway 
overrun after landing.


Abnormal runway contact: Refer to scenario #5 Run-
way overrun after landing.


Inadequate use of stopping devices: Refer to scenar-
io #5 Runway overrun after landing.


Braking Asymmetry: Refer to scenario #4 Runway 
veer-off on takeoff (after RTO).


Reverse thrust asymmetry: Refer to scenario #4 Run-
way veer-off on takeoff (after RTO).


Aircraft handling: Refer to scenario #2 Runway over-
run on takeoff (RTO not attempted).


Lateral deviation: Refer to scenario #3 Runway veer-
off on takeoff (RTO not attempted).
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Step 3:  Consolidated precursors and 
recommendations for EOFDM 
Working Group B


Excursion Scenario


Precursor 1 2 3 4 5 6 Recommendation


Incorrect Performance calculation    RE01


Inappropriate aircraft configuration    RE02


CG out of limits   RE03


Reduced elevator authority   RE04


Slow acceleration   RE05


Aircraft malfunction  RE06


Slow rotation   RE07


Late rotation   RE08


No liftoff after rotation   RE09


Rejected takeoff   RE10


Runway remaining at RTO  RE11


Inadequate use of stopping devices    RE12


Slow deceleration   RE13


Engine power increased  RE14


Runway remaining at liftoff  RE15


Aircraft handling     RE16


Crosswind    RE17


Forward thrust asymmetry  RE18


Steering malfunction  RE19


Lateral deviation    RE20


Reverse thrust asymmetry   RE21


Braking asymmetry   RE22


Poor visibility   RE23


Tailwind  RE24


Excessive engine power  RE25


Unstable approach   RE26


High energy over threshold  RE27


Long flare  RE28


Deep landing  RE29


Abnormal runway contact   RE30


Go-around RE31


Excessive energy at touchdown  RE32


Wrong runway or wrong entry point used   RE33


Erroneous guidance   RE34
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RE01 Incorrect performance calculation: De-
velop means to detect erroneous data entry or 
calculation errors which could lead to incorrect thrust 
settings,incorrect V speeds or incorrect target ap-
proach speeds


RE02 Inappropriate aircraft configuration: Develop 
means to detect inappropriate aircraft configurations 
(lifting devices, pitch trim) which could cause takeoff 
and landing performance problems; Not all aircraft 
are equipped with Takeoff Configuration Warning 
Systems and some of these systems can’t detect all 
types of configuration errors.


RE03 CG out of limits: Develop means to detect CG 
out of limits on takeoff or not consistent with pitch 
trim settings.


RE04 Reduced elevator authority: Develop means to 
detect abnormal rotation in response to elevator in-
puts, reduced elevator movement or excessive force 
required to move elevator surfaces.


RE05 Slow acceleration: Develop means to measure 
acceleration during the takeoff roll and detect ab-
normal values, taking in consideration the various 
factors that affect the takeoff performance.


RE06 Aircraft malfunction: Develop means to detect 
aircraft malfunctions which are likely to cause reject-
ed takeoffs.,(e.g. Master Warning and Master Caution 
alerts and airspeed indication disagreements)


RE07 Late rotation: Develop means to detect rota-
tions conducted after Vr or beyond the expected 
distance (or time) after the start of the takeoff roll.


RE08 - Slow rotation: Develop means to detect slow 
rotations.


RE09 - No liftoff: Develop means to measure detect 
late liftoff (in time and/or distance) after rotation or 
start of takeoff roll.


RE10 - Rejected takeoff: Develop means to identify 
rejected takeoffs.


RE11 Runway remaining after RTO: Develop means 
to estimate runway remaining ahead of the aircraft 
after the start of the rejected takeoff and to estimate 
ground distance spent during the RTO.


RE12 Inadequate use of stopping devices: Devel-
op means to identify late or inadequate activation of 
thrust reverser, brakes, airbrakes or other stopping 
devices during rejected takeoffs and landings.


RE13 Slow deceleration: Develop means to detect 
slow deceleration after landing or RTO, taking in con-
sideration the various factors that affect the landing 
and RTO performance.


RE14 Engine power increased: Develop means to de-
tect engine power increase during the takeoff roll.


RE15 Runway remaining at liftoff: Develop means 
to estimate runway remaining ahead of the aircraft 
at the moment of liftoff and detect abnormal values.


RE16 Aircraft handling: Develop means to monitor 
the use of aircraft controls (rudder and nose wheel 
steering) and brakes during the takeoff, rejected 
takeoff, and landing and detect non standard cases. 
In addition, monitor simultaneous control inputs of 
both flight crew and analyze their potential negative 
influence onto safety.


RE17 Crosswind: Develop means to estimate cross-
wind during takeoff, approach and landing and 
detect abnormal values.


RE18 Forward thrust asymmetry: Develop means to 
identify forward thrust asymmetry during the take-
off roll.


RE19 Steering system malfunction: Develop means 
to identify problems with steering system which 
could affect lateral controllability


RE20 Lateral deviation: Develop means to identify 
excessive lateral deviations or oscillations during the 
takeoff, rejected takeoff and landing taking in consid-
eration the runway width.


RE21 Reverse thrust asymmetry: Develop means to 
identify reverse thrust asymmetry during a RTO or 
landing


RE22 Braking asymmetry: Develop means to identify 
braking asymmetry during a rejected takeoff or land-
ing (Possibly in combination with WGA12)


RE23 Poor visibility: Develop means estimate visibil-
ity conditions from METAR data, time of the day and 
runway lighting, so it can be used in conjunction with 
FDM data.


RE24 Tailwind: Develop means to estimate tailwind 
during takeoff, approach and landing


RE25 Excessive engine power: Develop means to 
monitor engine power reduction before touchdown 
and to identify abnormal engine utilization in this 
phase of the flight.


RE26 Unstable approaches: Develop means to identi-
fy and quantify unstable approaches, whether or not 
they result in go-around maneuvers


RE27 High energy over threshold: Develop means 
to estimate height, airspeed and ground speed while 
crossing the runway threshold.


RE28 Long flare: Develop means to detect the start of 
the flare and to estimate the ground distance covered 
from the start of the flare until touchdown.
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RE29 Deep landing: Develop means to estimate the 
distance from the runway threshold until the touch-
down point and also the runway length available 
after touchdown.


RE30 Abnormal runway contact: Develop means to 
identify and quantify bounced (main or nose wheels), 
tail and wingtip strikes, off-center, ”nose-first” or 
asymmetrical landings.


RE31 Go-around: Develop means to identify go-
arounds and balked landings


RE32 Excessive energy at touchdown: Develop 
means to correctly identify the touchdown instant, 
measure airspeed and ground speed and to identify 
cases of excessive energy.


RE33 Wrong runway or wrong entry point used: Dif-
ference between actual and planned runway or entry 
point used should be monitored.


RE34 Erroneous guidance: Develop means to detect 
cases of erroneous guidance during approach and 
landing
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I. Summary
The scope of this document is to identify relevant precursors of Mid Air Collision (MAC) to be monitored through 
Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) programs. This study is published for the consideration of operators and aviation 
communities to enhance existing FDM programs. In addition, it is submitted to EOFDM Working Group B with 
a series of recommendations to orient their work related to MAC risk.


On the EOFDM homepage 1, further information about EOFDM as a voluntary partnership, the associated work-
ing groups, and further publications can be found.


This document shall be considered as an industry best practice document produced for safety promotion pur-
poses. It is neither an official guidance material to European Union rules nor an official EASA recommendation.


II. Introduction
In the context of this study, the following definition for MAC based on the “Aviation Occurrence Categories” 2 is 
used:


Air proximity issues, Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) / Airborne Collision Avoidance 
System (ACAS) alerts, loss of separation as well as near collisions or collisions between aircraft 
in flight.


This definition given by the Common Taxonomy Team for MAC contains list of sub-scenarios that are either in-
cluded and excluded from the MAC definition in the list of “Aviation Occurrence Categories”. For the scope of this 
document, these detailed cases are not considered relevant and are left out.


In the following chapter III, the methodology of WG A for the development of this document is outlined. The 
characteristics of MAC specifically from the FDM perspective are described in chapter IV. In chapter V, the MAC 
risk modeling for this document is described. So-called contextual information are introduced in chapter VI that 
can be used to further describe flights with an increased MAC risk. The MAC precursors together with their ra-
tionale are presented in chapter VII. Finally, chapter VIII formulates recommendations to support MAC analyses 
in FDM.


III. Methodology
The objective of WG A analysis is to identify among the precursors of MAC scenarios the ones that are suita-
ble for monitoring through Operators’ FDM (already today with the existing FDM programs available or to be 
developed further in the future). Those identified precursors are then made publicly available to operators and 
aviation communities for further consideration, in particular to orient the update of their FDM systems. In addi-
tion, they are provided to EOFDM WG B who gathers and develops industry best practices in FDM for the design 
and coding of events/measurements capturing such precursors. In that respect, the analysis of WG A is struc-
tured into two sequential steps.


The first step aims at identifying MAC precursors based on the analysis of existing material of MAC scenarios pub-
licly available in the aviation industry. This review is focused on systemic studies (that already consider among 
other a series of individual cases like accident/incident investigation reports from Safety Investigation Author-
ities). The table below gives an overview of all the public systemic analysis material that was reviewed by WG 
A in that respect:


1 https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/safety-management/safety-promotion/european-operators-flight-data-monitoring-eofdm-forum


2 Aviation Occurrence Categories, Definitions and Usage Notes, Commercial Aviation Safety Team (CAST), International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO), Common Taxonomy Team, October 2013 (4.6)



https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/safety-management/safety-promotion/european-operators-flight-data-monitoring-eofdm-forum
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 ´ Table 1 - Reviewed MAC studies


Source Title Resource


BEA Mid-Air Collisions 1989-1999
https://www.bea.aero/uploads/tx_scalaetudessecurite/mid.air.
collisions_01.pdf


EUROCONTROL
Safety Analysis of Airspace 
Infringements in Europe_final report


https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/field_tabs/content/
documents/nm/safety/airspace-infringement-risk-analysis-part-i.pdf


SKYBRARY Mid-Air Collision http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Mid-Air_Collision


SKYBRARY Airspace Infringement http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Airspace_Infringement


SKYBRARY Loss of Separation http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Loss_of_Separation


UK CAA (UK 
Airprox Board)


Helios Class G Risk Study
https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/
Helios-Class-G-Risk-Study/


UK CAA (UK 
Airprox Board)


Collision Avoidance
https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/
Collision-Avoidance/


Australian SIA 
(ATSB)


Loss of separation between aircraft in 
Australian airspace, January 2008 to 
June 2012


https://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/2012/ar-2012-034/


EUROCONTROL EVAIR Safety Bulletins
http://publish.eurocontrol.int/safety/safety-publications?title=&field_
term_publication_type_tid=238&date_filter%5Bvalue%5D%5Byear%5D=


EASA
European Plan for Aviation Safety 
(EPAS)


www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/EPAS_2017-2021.pdf


EASA Annual Safety Review (ASR)
https://www.easa.europa.eu/newsroom-and-events/news/
easa-annual-safety-review-2016


As a second step, based on the review of this material, main precursors for MAC scenarios were identified and 
further assessed. The precursors most capable of being captured and monitored through FDM programs were 
short-listed:


 ´ Incorrect altimeter setting or incorrect transition timing


 ´ Lateral deviation


 ´ Level bust


 ´ High rates of climb/descent


 ´ Inadequate use of automation


 ´ Automatic altitude control system off in RVSM conditions


 ´ Last minute change of SID and STAR


 ´ Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) alerts


 ´ Inappropriate ACAS settings


Each of these precursors was then analyzed to define the best strategy to monitor/capture them via FDM pro-
grams. In addition, once captured, the analysis of the working group highlighted that the following contextual 
factors are relevant to better assess the actual risk of MAC for a given scenario:


 ´ High airspace density


 ´ Airspace infringement


 ´ Significant proportion of the flight performed in non-controlled airspace


 ´ Visibility conditions


 ´ Airline network and operation characteristics



https://www.bea.aero/uploads/tx_scalaetudessecurite/mid.air.collisions_01.pdf

https://www.bea.aero/uploads/tx_scalaetudessecurite/mid.air.collisions_01.pdf

https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/field_tabs/content/documents/nm/safety/airspace-infringement-risk-analysis-part-i.pdf

https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/field_tabs/content/documents/nm/safety/airspace-infringement-risk-analysis-part-i.pdf

http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Mid-Air_Collision

http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Airspace_Infringement

http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/Category:Loss_of_Separation

https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/Helios-Class-G-Risk-Study/

https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/Helios-Class-G-Risk-Study/

https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/Collision-Avoidance/

https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/Topical-issues-and-themes/Collision-Avoidance/

https://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/2012/ar-2012-034/

http://publish.eurocontrol.int/safety/safety-publications?title=&field_term_publication_type_tid=238&date_filter%5bvalue%5d%5byear%5d=

http://publish.eurocontrol.int/safety/safety-publications?title=&field_term_publication_type_tid=238&date_filter%5bvalue%5d%5byear%5d=

http://www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/EPAS_2017-2021.pdf

https://www.easa.europa.eu/newsroom-and-events/news/easa-annual-safety-review-2016

https://www.easa.europa.eu/newsroom-and-events/news/easa-annual-safety-review-2016
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IV. MAC Risk Monitoring and FDM
The characteristics of the data recorded on-board aircraft and analyzed within the FDM framework strongly in-
fluence the possible investigations. Considering the accident category MAC, many contributing factors cannot be 
identified when only FDM data are available. For example, the actions of the air traffic controller, i.e. the trans-
fer and the perception of the instructions to the flight deck crew are essential but not traceable based on FDM 
data. Furthermore, always more than one aircraft is involved in a loss of separation event. In general, FDM data 
is only available for one of the affected aircraft.


There are further challenges in the analyses of MAC in civil aviation that are out of the scope of FDM analyses 
and this document. A recent development that is continuously getting more relevant in terms of MAC in civil avi-
ation are drones. General aviation aircraft including gliders often carry minimal equipment onboard so that not 
all recovery barriers are available. Due to the different nature of operation, MAC analyses of helicopters might 
require additional perspectives.


V. MAC Risk Modeling
For the development of this review of MAC precursors from an FDM perspective, EOFDM Working Group A has 
agreed on a simplified Bow Tie Model that is given in Figure 1. In the center the hazardous event “Aircraft in close 
proximity” is given. On the left, four hazards (or “triggering events”) are listed. To reduce the probability that 
these events occur and lead to the loss of separation event, some avoidance barriers exist. On the right hand side 
are two severe potential outcomes of a loss of separation event. To avoid them evolving from an existing loss of 
separation scenario some recovery barriers are in place.


 ´ Figure 1 - Simplified bow tie model for MAC


Inadequate 
clearance issued 


by ATCO


Crew mis-
understanding 


of clearance
Avoidance 


barriers
Recovery 
barriers


MAC resulting 
in fatalities


Abrupt 
avoidance 


resulting in 
injuries


Failure to follow 
clearance


Unauthorised 
airspace use


Aircraft in close 
proximity


The precursors discussed in chapter VII are organized according avoidance and recovery barriers.


A central recovery barrier of MAC events in civil aviation is the Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS). In-
formation about triggered alerts such as Resolution Advisories (RA) and related details are often captured in the 
FDM data stream and can be analyzed. In addition, based on these triggers, ACAS alert hotspots can be identi-
fied by every airline in case enough data is available.
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Once a loss of separation event is identified, more detailed analyses outside FDM can be conducted on an indi-
vidual and manual basis, potentially considering other sources of information:


 ´ Readouts of onboard ACAS systems memories


 ´ Collect air safety reports of flight deck crew


 ´ Contact ATC for feedback or report


 ´ Investigate ground-based Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) data from Air Navigation Service Providers 
(ANSP)


VI. Contextual Information
Once a flight is highlighted by FDM as a flight with increased MAC risk (e.g. an ACAS alert was detected), the con-
text around this detected increased risk can be further described with the set of contextual information provided 
here under. Their natures are different from the MAC precursors since they cannot be used to detect a precur-
sor of MAC risk event.


• High airspace density
The risk of MAC cannot be directly derived from the level of congestion of the airspace as the level of complexity 
and the nature/number of the safety nets implemented in the airspace play a key role. However, in case of de-
viation or failure of existing safety barriers, the potential for a MAC in congested airspace might be higher than 
in less crowded airspace. Also, in cooperation with the ANSP or using available ADS-B data sources (e.g. through 
ADS-B data Providers) the density of the airspace during the specific period could be estimated (however, this 
goes beyond the typical FDM systems that are currently implemented by Operators).


• Airspace infringement
In cooperation with ANSP or using aeronautical charts it can be investigated whether the particular aircraft had 
all the required clearances for the given flight path.


• Significant proportion of the flight performed in non-controlled airspace


Uncontrolled airspace provides considerable less assistance by air traffic controllers compared to controlled air-
space. For a particular flight, if an increased MAC risk is detected by the FDM system, if this risk is detected in 
a phase flown in uncontrolled airspace, this might contribute to a higher level of risk of MAC. However, current 
FDM software are in general not capable to automatically identify the airspace category surrounding the aircraft 
at a specific time. If this was the case, Operator could as well measure and monitor the proportion of their fleet 
operations performed in uncontrolled airspace.


• Visibility conditions
Poor visibility is an escalation factor for the risk of MAC, especially in uncontrolled airspace where “see and avoid” 
is the last barrier against the accident. In the case of a MAC related incident, crew reports may include mentions 
to visibility conditions and for occurrences happening in terminal areas, meteorological reports (METARs) might 
be used to obtain an estimation of the visibility conditions.


• Airline network and operation characteristics
The specific characteristics of the airline operation can have an influence onto the performance of the crew. For 
example if a flight crew is flying in congested airspace very rarely, the different requirements, e.g. higher amount 
of interactions with ATC, different procedures, might affect the pilots negatively.


To be noted, for most of these contextual information, it is necessary to use complementary data sources in ad-
dition to flight data to be able to properly evaluate them.
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VII. Precursors to be Monitored
Within the present document, a precursor is defined as a factor whose occurrence might (but not necessarily 
have to) indicate an increased risk of a MAC event. During the development of this document, EOFDM WG A has 
discussed the characteristics of the precursors identified (e.g justification of the precursor, data needed to cap-
ture the precursor, technical feasibility considered existing FDM systems, etc..).


According to chapter V, the precursors within this document are assigned to the two categories of barriers: avoid-
ance barriers and recovery barriers of loss of separation.


Avoidance barrier precursors:


1) Incorrect altimeter setting or incorrect transition timing
Incorrect reference setting of the barometric altimeter can result in a flight at unintended altitude eventually in-
creasing MAC risk. Different procedures throughout the world regarding the correct setting and correct timing 
of the transition might contribute to this category of occurrences. Considering this MAC risk increase, this pre-
cursor shall be monitored by FDM.


2) Lateral deviation
Lateral deviation from a prescribed or planned flight path increase the risk of MAC as it can result in a loss of sep-
aration with other traffic. The intended trajectory can be among other as per SID/STAR procedures, ATC vectoring 
or RNP procedures and some deviations can occur due to weather avoidance or traffic congestion management. 
In addition, such deviations shall be monitored by FDM potentially complemented with other sources of data.


3) Level bust
A level bust means the overshoot of the cleared altitude or flight level in a climb or an undershoot during a de-
scent. In both cases, the aircraft is in a condition it has not been cleared for which leads to an increase of MAC 
risk. Monitoring this precursor in FDM is advisable.


4) High rates of climb/descent
Even in the absence of level busts, high vertical speed near the assigned flight level can trigger nuisance ACAS 
alerts. Many operator SOPs have adopted the ICAO recommendation 3 for reducing of vertical speed of the air-
craft as it approaches the cleared flight level or altitude. Monitoring this precursor would enable the assessment 
of SOP compliance, its effectiveness in mitigating nuisance ACAS alerts and also provide an opportunity to eval-
uate any possible unintended consequences of such SOPs (such as increased pilot workload).


5) Inadequate use of automation
Civil aircraft are equipped with various automation systems. Even though the main components are similar for 
different aircraft manufacturers, many differences exist. The adequate use of the specific automation systems is 
of utmost importance for the flight safety in general and the avoidance of MAC in particular. Indeed, an inade-
quate use of automation related to the flight trajectory can result in discrepancies between the actual flight path 
and the one targeted by the crew as cleared by the Air Traffic Control (ATC). For example, considering the verti-
cal flight path, the non-engagement of the Go-Around mode on certain aircraft models can result in a temporary 
difficulty for the crew to maintain the targeted vertical profile as the published missed approach procedure and/
or as instructed by ATC.


Consequently, whenever suitable, the adequacy of the use of automation shall be monitored by FDM. Particular 
FDM algorithms need to be further specified based on the considered scenario and the specific automation sys-
tems on board. General rules for the adequacy of every automation system do not exist.


3 At the time of writing of this document, the ICAO recommendation can be found in Annex 6 Part 1, paragraph 4.4.10
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6) Automatic altitude control system off in RVSM conditions
Reduced Vertical Separation Minima (RVSM) means a reduction of the vertical separation minima from 2,000 ft 
to 1,000 ft between FL290 and FL410. EASA regulations require an operative automatic altitude control system 
while operating in RVSM airspace as a means to ensure the required accuracy to maintain safety margins. The 
compliance can be monitored by FDM.


7) Last minute change of SID and STAR
Departures from and arrivals to airports mostly follow predefined routes. They are referred as Standard Instru-
ment Departure (SID) and Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR). Flight crews brief the assigned routes and 
subsequently program the Flight Management System (FMS) during the briefing. In case of last minute chang-
es of the planned route, it might increase the workload and might induce deviations from the procedure. These 
deviations might eventually compromise flight safety and increase MAC risk. Therefore, last minute changes of 
STAR and SID shall be monitored by FDM whenever technically feasible.


Recovery barrier precursor:


8) ACAS alerts
As already mentioned in Chapter V, ACAS systems are a central recovery barrier for MAC risk. An occurrence of 
an ACAS alert should be monitored within FDM as it is a direct precursor for MAC incidents. ACAS alert events 
have to be reported 4 and FDM can assist in detecting cases that are not reported by the flight crew. Pilot reac-
tions to the ACAS alerts can be investigated further via individual analysis of the occurrences detected via FDM. 
It usually requires the consideration of additional sources of information and complex assessment activities. In 
addition, these activities are considered difficult to automatize in current FDM systems.


9) Inappropriate ACAS settings
In general, ACAS systems can be set to different modes. One example besides the regular mode is “Traffic Advi-
sory (TA) Only”. Due to special operational requirements, it might be advisable to change the mode of the ACAS 
in certain situations. In case information about the used ACAS mode is available, the correctness of the select-
ed mode shall be monitored by FDM. In addition, any further information regarding the operability of the ACAS 
that might be available in FDM shall be monitored to ensure the correct service of the ACAS.


4 See the list classifying occurrences in civil aviation to be mandatorily reported according to Regulation (EU) No 376/2014 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32015R1018&from=EN



http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32015R1018&from=EN
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VIII. Consolidated Precursors
Based on the previous chapters of this document, the MAC recommendations of EOFDM Working Group A are 
collected in Table 2.


MAC recommendations:


 ´ Table 2: Working Group A MAC recommendations


MAC recommendations


Number Name


MAC01 Incorrect altimeter setting or incorrect transition timing


MAC02 Lateral deviation


MAC03 Level bust


MAC04 High rates of climb / descent


MAC05 Inadequate use of automation


MAC06 Automatic altitude control system off in RVSM conditions


MAC07 Last minute change of SID and STAR


MAC08 ACAS alerts


MAC09 Inappropriate ACAS setting


MAC01 Incorrect altimeter setting or incorrect transition timing: Develop means to detect incorrect altime-
ter settings and incorrect timing of the transitions, which could lead to situations with an increased MAC risk.


MAC02 Lateral deviation: Develop means to detect situations where the actual flight trajectory is deviating from 
the published, cleared or intended trajectory.


MAC03 Level bust: Develop means to identify level busts, i.e. situations where the cleared and intended altitude 
or flight level is overshot during climb or undershot during descent.


MAC04 High rates of climb / descent: Develop means to identify climbs and descents with high rates. Due to the 
trigger logic of ACAS alerts, these high rates can lead to the generation of nuisance alerts (see MAC08).


MAC05 Inadequate use of automation: Develop means to identify situations of inadequate use of automations 
related to the trajectory 5.


MAC06 Automatic altitude control system off in RVSM conditions: Develop means to identify situations with 
inappropriate settings of the automatic altitude control system in RVSM conditions.


MAC07 Last minute change of SID and STAR: Develop means to identify last minute changes of the SID or STAR 
(possibly in combination with MAC02).


MAC08 ACAS alerts: Monitor every safety relevant information with respect to the ACAS that is available within 
FDM. In particular, resolution advisories shall be identified and further investigated in detail.


MAC09 Inappropriate ACAS setting: Develop means to monitor the settings of the ACAS and to verify their 
suitability.


5 A similar recommendation exists for LOC-I precursors in EOFDM WGA - Review of Accident precursors for Loss of Control In Flight (LOC-I) document: 
recommendation LOC29 “Mismanagement of Automation”



https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/213398_EOFDM_WGA_LOC-I Rev. 20151217.pdf
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